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Every Revolution Has Its Songs

Beasts of England, Beasts of Ireland,
Beasts of every land and clime,
Hearken to my joyful tidings
Of the Golden future time.

- George Orwell, Animal Farm

Life, strife—those two are one,
Naught can ye win but by faith and 
daring.
On, on—that ye have done
But for the work of today preparing.
Firm in reliance, laugh a defiance,
(Laugh in hope, for sure is the end)
March, march—many as one,
Shoulder to shoulder and friend to 
friend.

- Ethel Smyth, The March of the 
Women (1911)



Today’s Plan: Glam/Metal and Regime Change

1. What’s Glam? What is Metal?
2. What’s regime change?
3. How can glam or metal matter for regime change?
4. Some examples! And some tunes. 



Glam

A subgenre of rock arising in the early 1970s in the U.K.

Atypically concerned with visual presentation and 
personae rather than a particular sound (see Philip 
Auslander, Performing Glam Rock)

-> Particular emphasis on gender nonconformity

Major Acts: Slade, T. Rex, Queen, David Bowie, New York 
Dolls



Metal

A subgenre of rock arising in the early 1970s in the 
U.K.

Defining feature is the focus on “concepts, images, and 
experiences of power” (see Robert Walser, Running 
with the Devil)

Major Acts: Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, 
Metallica, Slayer



Glam Metal

The intersection of glam and 
metal

Major Acts: KISS, Alice 
Cooper, Bon Jovi, Mötley
Crüe, Europe



Regime Change

The transition from one political regime to another

Political regime: a durable set of formal or informal 
institutions for allocating political authority at the 
national level

Examples of regime change:
• The French Revolution
• The collapse of the Soviet Union
• Democratization in Indonesia (1998), Mexico (2000), many 

others
• The Egyptian revolution (2011)



How Could Glam/Metal Matter for Regime 
Change?

Prior question: what causes regime change? 

Regimes change when…
1. …the people have had enough (kefaya!)
2. …they exhaust their legitimacy
3. …they run out of resources
4. …their leaders make stupid choices
5. …their elites split



How Could Glam/Metal Matter for Regime 
Change?

Three frameworks: glam/metal as a…

1. Regime defier
2. Type revealer
3. Coordination device

Question for later: is there anything unique about glam/metal?



Glam/Metal as a Regime Defier

Standard authoritarian practice: enforce ideological homogeneity 
and/or social conformity

-> Glam: nonconformity
-> Metal: power

Reading by Von Faust on heavy metal and the Soviet press…



Glam/Metal as a Type Revealer

Standard revolutionary problem: who are the people who are like me?

1. “think differently”
2. willing to defy 
3. not regime moles



Glam/Metal as a Coordination Device

Standard movement challenge: how do I get people to go along with 
this risky behavior?

-> festivals, shows, or performances are focal points
-> making and sharing music builds interpersonal trust

Reading by Max Fisher on David Bowie’s 1987 Berlin concert



Examples: The Fall of the Berlin Wall

Background: 
• divided Berlin, West Berlin as an free exclave of West Germany
• last days (although unknown at the time) of communist rule in E. Europe
• long history of broadcast media “crossing borders”

David Bowie’s 1987 concert, Heroes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=16&v=0C7FlnBt1q4


Examples: The Collapse of the Soviet Union

Background:
• period of relative openness and expressive freedom from the late 1970s
• “official” Soviet press covered Western art and music
• sheer popularity of glam and metal required official reaction
• glasnost 

Metallica, Ride the Lightning

Moscow Music Peace Festival: Skid Row, Youth Gone Wild

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kk6wLZN4X74
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q--eXNkx6N8&t=1129s


Examples: Indonesian Democratization

Background:
• Rule by strongman dictator Soeharto (1966-1998)
• Rapid modernization over thirty years
• Punctuated by a massive economic crisis
• Final days: riots in Jakarta and other cities, anti-Chinese violence, mass 

mobilization of students and others



Examples: Indonesian Democratization

Jeremy Wallach, Modern Noise, 
Fluid Genres

Crisis strikes hard with no warning
The anger ends up in burning
Primordialism becomes the key
To solve this failing society
- SlowDeath, Crisis Prone Society

Indonesian president Joko Widodo, who is a 
Napalm Death fan

https://www.reverbnation.com/slowdeth/song/16075686-crisis-prone-society?fb_og_action=reverbnation_fb:unknown&fb_og_object=reverbnation_fb:song&player_client_id=j29dsi7kl&utm_campaign=a_public_songs&utm_content=reverbnation_fb:song&utm_medium=facebook_og&utm_source=reverbnation_fb:unknown


Examples: Tahrir Square

“By 2008 “metalians” (as metalheads in Egypt call themselves) were 
mastering the online world, learning to create alternative spaces for 
activism — organizing and congregating beyond the prying ears and 
eyes of Egypt’s authoritarian political culture.” CNN iReport

The main story, though, is pop-rock bands like Cairokee, Sout El Horeya

Complicated aftermath: Massive Scar Era, Pray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fgw_zfLLvh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu9VAG9ffAQ


“Marketing” Regime Change

Scorpions, Wind of Change Jesus Jones, Right Here Right Now

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4RjJKxsamQ
https://vimeo.com/163647552


Wrap-Up Questions

1. Is glam/metal special or unique?
-- rap? punk? 

2. Is glam/metal incidental? 
-- did the cassette player cause the Iranian revolution?

3. When does glam/metal work and when doesn’t it?
-- vibrant metal scene in Vietnam and Russia

4. Is glam/metal fundamentally democratic?


